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XL-AUT(IMATIC
30o/o FASTER CUTTING

AUTOMATIC GHAII{ OILIilG

35o/o GREATER FUEL GAPAGITY

NEW H(IMETITE

X[.66OAUT(IMATIC
MORE POWERFUL BIG BROTHER

OF THE XL.AUTOMATIG

ffi
tl Fells trees up to 4 feet in diameter

(Cuts 18" softwood in 17 seconds,

18" hardwood in 24 seconds)

tr Weighs only 14. pounds

tr Fells trees up to 5 feet in dianeter

Z Zips through al0" oak in 6 seconds
(Cuts 20" softwood in l8 seconds,

18" hardwood in 20 seconds)

I Weighs only 14. pounds

llew features nake culting easier than ever!

AUToMATIC 0ILER has 607o larger reservoir
... completely eliminates manual chain 0il-
ing and lets you cut longer before refilling.
You get faster, easier cutting and longer
chain Iife because oiling is automatically
adjusted to cutting need.

NEW, SlccER GAS TANX hotds 359/. more
fuel. Extra capacity (indicated by dark red
area in illustration) 0n the XL-Automatic and
XL-660 Automatic lets professi0nal loggers
and pulpcutters cut more wood before re,
fueling.

This is the light weight saw you've
been waiting for! Packed with all the
professional features that have
made Homelite XL's the fastest sell-
ing chain saws in the world, the new
direct drive Xl-Automatic gives you
automatic chain oiling plus 30%
faster cutting plus 35% greater fuel
capacity than the famous XL-l2

New pyramid reed valve gives
the Xl-Automatic extra power to fell
trees up to 4 feet in diameter. Yet it
weighs only 14'F pounds!

The gea r driven, positive-d isplace-
ment automatic chain oiler-with
600/o more oil capacity, and.pressure
up to 600 p.s.i.-completely elimi-
nates manual chain oiling. . . greatly
protongs bar and chain life. Just fill
the oil reservoir. . . the bar and chain
are oiled properly, automatically, as
you cut.

Full range of regular bars f rom 12"
to 36", roller nose bars from 16" to
36", plus plunge-cut bows, clearing
and utility bars.

Here's new high performance in a
light weight chain saw: if you want
the money-making professional fea-
tures of Homelite's Xl-Automatic-
PLUS EXTRA POWER-the new XL-
660 Automatic is for you! The most
powerful saw in the XL series, the
new 14 pound*, XL-660 Automatic
combines all the features of the XL
Automatic with even faster wood-
cutting speed! lts greater engine
displacement and pyramid reed valve

down trees up to 5 feet in diameter.
The new XL-660 Automatic direct

drive chain saw is so light you can
use it all day without tiring...so
compact you can take it with you

anywhere. . . so powerful it will do
every cutting job for loggers, pulp-
cutters, contractors, tree surgeons
and farmers.

Available v ith regular bars from
12" to 36", roller nose bars from 16"
to 36", plus plunge-cut bows, clear-
ing and utiiity bars.give itthe extra powerto quickly bring

I Zips through a lA" oak in 8 seconds
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NEW H(IMELITE

xP-1000
HOMELITE'S

FASTEST CUTTING CHAIN SAW
t!.,!::S'{
#lfJ;
i;iilrih:
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!!1ii!}11

!:1Jf,;.

iwt

tl Fells trees up to 6 leet in dianeter
(zips through a 10" oak in 4 seconds)

tr Cuts 19" soltwood in 9 seconds,

25" hardwood in 26 secorrds

tr Weighs only 19v,. pounds

For top production cutting, you can't beat the new

Homelite XP-1000 direct drive chain saw. Most
powerful of all Homelite saws, the new XP-1000
has the power, the speed, the light weight-and
the dependability-to handle the toughest day-

after-day professional woodcutting.
Its large displacement Homelite engine gives

the XP-1000 all the power you'll ever need for any
woodcutting job! Short piston stroke and new ver-
tical fins on head of cylinder cut heat and friction,
increase engine life, reduce fuel consumption.New
large counterbalanced crankshaft with larger crank
nin and new rrrsged connectins rod with larse

wrist pin assures peak performance.
Choice of spike bumper plates plus flush-cut or

wrap-around handlebar with special grip for com'
fortable non-slip control. Positive action manual
chain oiler operates at the touch of a button' ln
addition, as an accessory: Special Homelite gear-

drive, positive-displacement automatic chain oiler,
with self-contained oil supply, provides a double
oiling system-automatic and manuat-for extra
convenience, extra dependability.

Available with regular or roller nose bars from
17" lo 60", plus plungd-cut bows, clearing and

utilitv bars.
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